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PROFILE AND COUNTERPROFILE CUTTER HEAD (Z=2) BORE 30MM - Ø120MM

€290,00 (excl. VAT)

Cutter head in light metal with blades in high quality carbide (HW). Thanks to this cutter head you only
have need of one tool to make joints with profile and counterprofile. Adjust the cutter head to the highest
position to create the counterprofiles. Then lower the spindle back down to mill out the profiles. Suitable
for use with wood of thickness 22-25mm. Thanks to the tungsten carbide blades, this cutter head cuts

effortlessly through solid boards, solid woods or MDF.

Profile knife A is mounted on the cutter head as standard. Profile knives B, C & D are available separately.

SKU: ST-YH102AAM-30
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Cutter head in light metal with blades in high quality carbide (HW). Thanks to this cutter head you only have
need of one tool to make joints with profile and counterprofile. Adjust the cutter head to the highest position to
create the counterprofiles. Then lower the spindle back down to mill out the profiles. Suitable for use with wood
of thickness 22-25mm. Thanks to the tungsten carbide blades, this cutter head cuts effortlessly through solid

boards, solid woods or MDF.

Profile knife A is mounted on the cutter head as standard. Profile knives B, C & D are available separately.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

For spindle moulder machines
For profile and counterprofile

Other profiles available seperately
Max thickness wood 22-25mm

Hard and soft wood
For MDF

DESCRIPTION

Cutter head in light metal with blades in high quality carbide (HW). Thanks to this cutter head you only have
need of one tool to make joints with profile and counterprofile. Adjust the cutter head to the highest position to
create the counterprofiles. Then lower the spindle back down to mill out the profiles. Suitable for use with wood
of thickness 22-25mm. Thanks to the tungsten carbide blades, this cutter head cuts effortlessly through solid
boards, solid woods or MDF. Profile knife A is mounted on the cutter head as standard. Profile knives B, C & D

are available separately.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 1 kg

diameter 120mm

Shaft diameter 30 mm

Cutting edges 2

Height of groove 50mm

RPM Min-Max 6000-17600


